Lipreading in combination w i t h an acoustic indication of voice fundamental frequency (FO) has been shown to greatly enhance word recognition accuracy with sentence stimuli [I] 
INTRODUCTION
Even under optimal viewing conditions, not all phonetic information is visible to the lipreader. As a result, the information needed to perceive some phonemic distinctions is not available. For example, lipreadcrs may not perceive any distinctions among productions of the consonants fb/, /pi, and /d. The loss of phonemic distinctions results in reduced uniqueness for words in the lexicon [3, 4] . Thus in the English word "'bought," because "pought" and "mought" arc not words. Thus, the voicing distinction is available by virtue of the lexicon's structure. Of course, the voicing distinction is not disambiguated via the lexicon's structure for all words (e.g. -bat'') 141.
. EXPERIMENT 1
The goal of Experiment 1 was to model effects on the smcture of the lexicon brought about when visible speech is enhanced with consonantal voicing information. Computational lexical modeling techniques [4,12,13] were applied to obtain frequencyweighted estimates of word uniqueness for lipreading alone (LA) and lipreading with voicing information (L+V).
. 1 Methods

-..
Lexical modeling was applied as follows: First, a phonemically transcribed machine-readable lexical database was selected to serve as a representative sample of the words in the language. Along with a phonemic transcription, each word in the database had an associated estimate of its frequency of Occurrence in the language. Second, transcription rules were defined on the basis of measures of phonetic similarity. The transcription rules were in the form of single symbol substitutions for all phonemes in phonemic equivalence classes. A phonemic equivalence class comprised the set of phonemes rendered equivalent by the loss of phonetic distinctiveness. (For example, when h l , Jpf, and I d are phonetically similar, a transcription rule is defined to transcribe each Occurrence of Ibl, lpl, and lml into one symbol representing the equivalence class.) Third, the lexical database was then transcribed by applying the transcription rules. Lexical equivalence classes were formed by collapsing across identically transcribed words. (For example, under the phoneme equivalence class definition given above, "pat" and "bat" would both fall into the same lexical equivalence class.) Finally, metria were computed to compare the dismbution of partems in the newly transcribed lexicon with the dismbution of pattems in the original lexicon.
Lexical Database. The method described above was applied to the PhLex database [14] , which comprises the 20,000 most frequent words in [lS] and the 12,118 words in [la]. All of PhLex's enmes have transcriptions that include stress and syllabification markers, and estimates of frequency of usage.
When word frequency information was not available for an entry, frequency was set to 1. All frequencies were logtransformed (base 10).
Transcription Rules. Sets of transcription rules were developed using estimates of visual phonetic similarity obtained from separate behaviorally obtained consonant and vowel confusion mamces [17] . These estimates were submitted to separate hierarchical cluster analyses using the average linkage between groups method. Because perceptual data were not available for /a j qi, theoretical estimates of similarity were employed. Vowels and consonants were assumed to be maximally dissimilar, except for the consonant /j/ which was included in the vowel confusion mamx. (See Table 1 .) The transcription rules applied to 17 vowels, and 23 consonants. Application of Transcription Rules. Transcription rule sets for both LA and L+V were applied to the PhLex database. Two words were considered equivalent only when their phonemic, and stress and syllabification pattems were identical. For example, the noun "convert" and the verb "convert" were not considered equivalent. Thus, these analyses assumed accurate perception of lexical stress and syllabification. 
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where Fv is the sum of the frequencies of occurrence for unique words in the transcribed lexicon, and FL is the sum of frequencies of occurrence of words in the original lexicon. The frequency-weighted memc estimates the extent to which unique words arc encountered in everyday language. where M is the total number of lexical equivalence classes, IU is the number of words in equivalence class U, Fa is the sum of frequencies of occurmce of words in equivalence class U , and FL is the sum of the frequencies of occumnce of words in the lexicon. The frequency-weighted metric estimates the average size of the equivalence classes encountered in everyday language. 
. Results and Discussion
